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using both manual and automatic face localization. We extend the GMM approach through the use
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training approach has problems estimating robust model parameters when there is only a few training

images available. Considerably more precise models can be obtained through the use of Maximum
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performance on manually located faces do not necessarily obtain good performance on automatically

located faces, indicating that recognition techniques must be designed from the ground up to handle

imperfect localization. Finally, we show that while the pseudo-2-D HMM approach has the best overall
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namely, one-dimensional (1–D) hidden Markov models (HMMs)
and pseudo-two-dimensional (2–D) HMMs, are suitable for face
recognition. Recently, a simpler statistical model, namely, the
Gaussian mixture model (GMM), was also shown to perform well.
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were performed with controlled images (manual face localization,
controlled lighting, background, pose, etc). However, a practical
recognition system has to be robust to more challenging condi-
tions. In this article we evaluate, on the relatively difficult BANCA
database, the performance, robustness and complexity of GMM
and HMM-based approaches, using both manual and automatic
face localization. We extend the GMM approach through the use
of local features with embedded positional information, increasing
performance without sacrificing its low complexity. Further-
more, we show that the traditionally used maximum likelihood
(ML) training approach has problems estimating robust model
parameters when there is only a few training images available.
Considerably more precise models can be obtained through the
use of Maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) training. We
also show that face recognition techniques which obtain good
performance on manually located faces do not necessarily obtain
good performance on automatically located faces, indicating that
recognition techniques must be designed from the ground up to
handle imperfect localization. Finally, we show that while the
pseudo-2-D HMM approach has the best overall performance,
authentication time on current hardware makes it impractical.
The best tradeoff in terms of authentication time, robustness and
discrimination performance is achieved by the extended GMM
approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

B
IOMETRIC person recognition involves the use of in-

herent physiological characteristics of humans, such

as faces, speech, iris patterns, and fingerprints. Applications

include surveillance, forensics, transaction authentication, and

various forms of access control, such as immigration check-

points and access to digital information [1], [23], [29], [44].
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There are three distinct configurations of how a biometric

recognition system can be used: the closed set identification

task, the open set identification task, and the authentication task

(also known as verification). In the closed set identification task,

the job is to forcefully classify a given biometric sample as be-

longing to one of persons (here is the number of known

persons). In the open set identification task, the task is to as-

sign the given sample into one of classes (where the

extra class represents an “unknown” or “previously unseen”

person). Finally, in the authentication task the classifier assigns

a given sample into one of two classes: either the sample be-

longs to a specific person, or it does not. In an access control

scenario this translates to a person claiming an identity and pro-

viding a biometric sample to support this claim; the authentica-

tion system then classifies the person as either a true claimant

or as an impostor.

The authentication task represents operation in an uncon-

strained environment, where any person/pattern could be

encountered [19]. This is in contrast to the closed set identifica-

tion task, where it is assumed that all the persons that are going

to be encountered are already known. Further introductory and

review material about the biometrics field can be found in the

following papers: [12], [29], [39], [43], [44].

In this paper we exclusively focus on authentication based

on face images. The use of the face as a biometric is partic-

ularly attractive, as it can involve little or no interaction with

the person to be authenticated [29]. Many techniques have been

proposed for face classification; some examples are systems

based on principal component analysis (PCA) feature extraction

[41], modular PCA [30], elastic graph matching (EGM) [10],

[21], and support vector machines (SVMs) [34], Examples spe-

cific to statistical models include one-dimensional (1-D) hidden

Markov models (HMMs) [35], pseudo-two-dimensional (2-D)

HMMs [13], [27] and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) [5],

[24], [38] (which can be considered as a simplified version of

HMMs1). As an in-depth review of face recognition literature is

beyond the scope of this paper, the interested reader is directed

to the following review articles: [6], [18], [20], [46].

HMM and GMM approaches typically use local features

(that is, the features only describe a part of the face). This is in

contrast to holistic features, such as in the PCA-based approach,

where one feature vector describes the entire face. Local fea-

tures can be obtained by analyzing a face on a block-by-block

basis. Feature extraction based on the 2-D discrete cosine

1Specifically, a GMM can be considered to be a single-state HMM, or a type
of a multistate ergodic HMM [32], where each state is modeled by a single
Gaussian.
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transform (DCT) [17] or DCTmod2 [38] is usually applied to

each block, resulting in a set of feature vectors. In an analogous

manner, 2-D Gabor wavelets [22] can also be used.

In HMM-based approaches, the spatial relation between

major face features (such as the eyes and nose) is kept (al-

though not rigidly); in the GMM approach the spatial relation

is effectively lost (as each block is treated independently), re-

sulting in good robustness to imperfectly located faces [5] and

to out-of-plane rotations [36]. As the loss of spatial information

may degrade discrimination performance, in this paper we first

propose to restore some of the spatial relations by using local

features with embedded positional information. By working in

the feature domain, the relative low-complexity advantage of

the GMM approach is retained.

In the approaches presented in [13], [27], [35], [38], statis-

tical models are trained using the maximum likelihood (ML)

criterion via the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [8].

It is generally known that one of the drawbacks of training via

this paradigm is that large data sets are required to properly es-

timate model parameters; this can be a problem when there are

only a few training images available. In an attempt to tackle

this problem, Eickeler et al. [13] proposed to use a well trained

generic (nonperson specific) model as the starting point for ML

training. While the results in [13] were promising, they were

obtained on the rather easy Olivetti Research Ltd. (ORL) data-

base [35]. Through experiments on the much harder BANCA

database [2], we will show that even with the generic model

as the starting point, ML training still produces poor models.

Our second main proposition is thus to replace ML training with

maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) training [16], which

can effectively circumvent the small training data set problem.

Furthermore, we show that the performance of the overall

face authentication system can be highly dependent on the per-

formance of the face locator (detection) algorithm (i.e., the al-

gorithm’s ability to accurately locate a face, with no clipping or

scaling problems). In other words, face classification techniques

which obtain good performance on manually located faces do

not necessarily obtain good performance on automatically lo-

cated faces. We make the claim that the face classification tech-

nique must be designed from the ground up to handle imper-

fectly located faces.

Finally we show that complexity of a face classification

system is an important consideration in a practical implemen-

tation. By “complexity” we mean the number of parameters to

store for each person as well as the time required to make an

authentication. If a face model is to be stored on an electronic

card (e.g., an access card), the size of the model becomes an

important issue. Moreover, the time needed to authenticate a

person should not be cumbersome, implying the need to use

techniques which are computationally simple.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Classifiers

based on GMMs, 1-D HMMs and P2-D HMMs are described

in Section II. An overview of the automatic face locator used

in the experiments is given in Section III. Section IV covers

preprocessing and feature extraction, while Section V provides

a description of the BANCA database and its experiment

protocols. Section VI is devoted to experiments involving the

different training strategies, manual and automatic face local-

ization, as well as effects of reducing the number of training

images; the complexity of the models is also given. Conclusions

and future areas of research are given in Section VII.

II. CLASSIFIERS BASED ON STATISTICAL MODELS

Let us denote the parameter set for client as , and the

parameter set describing a generic face (nonclient specific) as

. Given a claim for client ’s identity and a set of feature

vectors supporting the claim (extracted from the

given face), we find an opinion on the claim using

(1)

where is the likelihood of the claim coming from the

true claimant and is an approximation of the likeli-

hood of the claim coming from an impostor. The generic face

model is also known as a world model and a Universal Back-

ground Model [25], [33]; it is typically trained using data from

many people. The authentication decision is then reached as fol-

lows: given a threshold , the claim is accepted when

and rejected when .

We use three different ways to train each client model.

1) Traditional ML training, where -means initialization is

used [8], [11].

2) ML training with a generic (nonclient specific) model as

the starting point (as in [13]); data from many people are

used the find the parameters of the generic model via tra-

ditional ML training; this is the same generic model used

for calculating in (1) for all approaches.

3) MAP training [16]; here a generic model is used as in

point (2) above, but instead of using it merely as a starting

point, the model is adapted using client data. Given a set

of training vectors, , the probability density function

(pdf) and the prior pdf of , the MAP

estimate of model parameters, , is defined as

(2)

(3)

Assuming to be fixed but unknown is equivalent to

having a noninformative , reducing the solution of

to the standard ML solution. Thus, the difference

between ML and MAP training is in the definition of

the prior distribution for the model parameters to be es-

timated. Further discussion on MAP training is given in

Section II-A.

A. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

In the GMM approach, all feature vectors are assumed to be

independent. The likelihood of a set of feature vectors is found

with

(4)
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where

(5)

(6)

Here, is a -dimensional Gaussian density func-

tion [11] with mean and diagonal covariance matrix . is

the number of Gaussians and is the weight for Gaussian

(with constraints and ).

An implementation of MAP training for client model adap-

tation consists of using a global parameter to tune the relative

importance of the prior. In this case, the equations for adapta-

tion of the parameters are [16], [25], [33]

(7)

(8)

(9)

where and are respectively the new weight, mean and

covariance matrix of the th Gaussian, and are the

corresponding parameters in the generic model, is the

posterior probability of the th Gaussian (from the client model

from the previous iteration), is the adaptation factor

chosen empirically on a separate validation set, and finally is

computed over all adapted weights to ensure they sum to unity.

Each is forced to be diagonal by setting the off-diagonal

elements to zero. Note that in (8) the new mean is simply a

weighted sum of the prior mean and new statistics; can

hence be interpreted as the amount of faith we have in the new

statistics.

The above formulation of MAP training makes the assump-

tion of independence between the parameters of the individual

mixture components and the set of the mixture weights; further-

more we consider that we can model the prior knowledge about

the parameter vector of mixture weights with a Dirichlet den-

sity and the prior knowledge about the means and variances with

normal-Wishart densities [16].

The adaptation procedure is iterative, thus an initial client

model is required; this is accomplished by copying the generic

model. It has been observed that it is sometimes preferable to

adapt only the means of the Gaussians [33]; we will empirically

show that this is also valid for our experiments in Section VI.

When only the means are adapted the other parameters are

copied from the generic model.

1) Embedding Positional Information: If each feature

vector in the set describes a different part of the face, then a

classifier based on GMMs effectively loses the spatial relations

between face parts. As the spatial relations can carry discrim-

inatory information, we propose to increase the performance

of the GMM approach (without sacrificing its simplicity) by

Fig. 1. Sampling window and 1-D HMM topology.

restoring a degree of spatial relations via embedding positional

information into each feature vector. Doing so should place a

weak constraint on the areas that each Gaussian in the GMM

can model, thus making a face model more specific. Formally,

an extended feature vector for position is obtained with

where is the original feature vector for position

. We shall refer to a GMM system using extended feature

vectors as GMMext.

B. 1-D Hidden Markov Model

The one-dimensional HMM (1-D HMM) is a particular

HMM topology where only self transitions or transitions to

the next state are allowed. This type of HMM is also known

as a top-bottom HMM [35] or left-right HMM in the context

of speech recognition [32]. Here the face is represented as

a sequence of overlapping rectangular blocks from top to

bottom of the face (see Fig. 1 for an example). The model is

characterized by the following:

1) , the number of states in the model; each state corre-

sponds to a region of the face; is

the set of states; the state of the model at row is given by

, where is the length of the observa-

tion sequence (number of rectangular blocks);

2) the state transition matrix ; the topology of the

1-D HMM allows only self transitions or transitions to the

next state

3) the state probability distribution , where

(10)

The features are expected to follow a continuous distribu-

tion and are modeled with mixtures of Gaussians.

In compact notation, the parameter set of the 1-D HMM is

(11)
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If we let to be a state sequence , then the likeli-

hood of an observation sequence is

(12)

(13)

The calculation of this likelihood according to the direct def-

inition in (13) involves a prohibitive number of computations.

In practice the forward–backward procedure is used [32]; it is

mathematically equivalent, but considerably more efficient.

For the case of the 1-D HMM, MAP adaptation of the means

is [c.f. (8)]

(14)

where is the posterior probability of the state at

row and is the posterior probability of its th

Gaussian.

Compared to the GMM approach described in Section II-A,

the spatial constraints are much more strict, mainly due to

the rigid preservation of horizontal spatial relations (e.g.,

horizontal positions of the eyes). The vertical constraints are

relaxed, though they still enforce the top-to-bottom segmenta-

tion (e.g., the eyes have to be above the mouth). The nonrigid

constraints allow for a degree of vertical translation and some

vertical stretching (caused, for example, by an imperfect face

localization).

C. Pseudo-2-D HMM

Emission probabilities of 1-D HMMs are typically rep-

resented using mixtures of Gaussians. For the case of P2-D

HMM, the emission probabilities of the HMM (now referred

to as the “main HMM”) are estimated through a secondary

HMM (referred to as an “embedded HMM”). The states of

the embedded HMMs are in turn modeled by a mixture of

Gaussians. This approach was used for the face identification

task in [13], [35] and the training process is described in

detail in [28]. As shown in Fig. 2, we chose to perform the

vertical segmentation of the face image by the main HMM and

horizontal segmentation by embedded HMMs. We made this

choice because the main decomposition of the face is instinc-

tively from top to the bottom (forehead, eyes, nose, mouth).

Note that the opposite choice has been made in [13], [35]. It

is important to note that the segmentation using this HMM

topology constrains the segmentation done by the main HMM

to be the same for all columns (if the main HMM performs the

Fig. 2. P2-D HMM: the emission distributions of the vertical HMM are
estimated by horizontal HMMs. � represent the states of the main HMM and

� represent the embedded HMMs states.

vertical segmentation) or all rows (if the main HMM performs

the horizontal segmentation).

Let us denote the sequence of observation vectors repre-

senting the consecutive horizontal blocks rows of an image as

. Each row can itself be represented as a sequence

of the observation vectors representing the

consecutive blocks composing the row.

The corresponding equation for MAP adaptation of the means

[c.f. (8) and (14)] is

(15)

with (16), shown at the bottom of the page, where

is the posterior probability of the state of the main HMM,

is the posterior probability of the state of

its embedded HMM and is the posterior of

its th Gaussian.

The degree of spatial constraints present in the P2-D HMM

approach can be thought of as being somewhere in between

the GMM and the 1-D HMM approaches. While the GMM ap-

proach has no spatial constraints and the 1-D HMM has rigid

horizontal constraints, the P2-D HMM approach has relaxed

constraints in both directions. However, the constraints still en-

force the left-to-right segmentation of the embedded HMMs

(e.g., the left eye has to be before the right eye), and top-to-

bottom segmentation (e.g., like in the 1-D HMM approach, the

eyes have to be above the mouth). The nonrigid constraints allow

for a degree of both vertical and horizontal translations, as well

as some vertical and horizontal stretching of the face.

(16)
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III. FACE LOCALIZATION

Face recognition results in the literature are usually presented

assuming manual face localization (e.g., see [13], [27], [28],

[35]); in only relatively few publications performance evalua-

tion is found while using automatic face localization (e.g., [5],

[34]). While assuming manual (i.e., perfect) localization makes

the results independent of the quality of the face localization

system, they are optimistically biased compared to a real life

system, where the face needs to be automatically located. There

is no guarantee that the automatic face localization system will

provide a correctly located face (i.e., the face may be translated

and/or at an incorrect scale). In this paper we present results for

both manually and imperfectly located faces.

For “manual face localization” experiments, we use the man-

ually annotated eye center positions. For “automatic face lo-

calization” experiments, we use the face detector2 proposed by

Fröba and Ermst in [15]. The detector employs local features

based on the modified census transform, which represent each

location of the image by a binary pattern computed from a 3 3

pixel neighborhood. Face detection is carried out by analyzing

all possible windows in the given image at different scales; each

window is classified as either containing a face or the back-

ground. The classification is performed by a cascade classi-

fier similar to the approach proposed by Viola and Jones [42];

training of the classifier is accomplished using a version of the

boosting algorithm [14]. In our experiments the eye positions

are inferred from the position and scale of the window with the

best score at the last stage of the classifier. Note that this as-

sumes that at most only one face is present in each image.

If all the windows were classified as containing the back-

ground, we consider that the given image does not contain a

face and we perform the authentication using, if available, other

images supporting the claim. If all given images are deemed not

to contain a face, the claim is considered to have come from an

impostor.

IV. PREPROCESSING AND FEATURE EXTRACTION

Based on given eye positions, a grayscale 80 64

(rows columns) face window is cropped out of each valid

image (i.e., an image which is deemed to contain a face). When

using manually found eye positions, each face window contains

the face area from the eyebrows to the mouth; moreover, the

location of the eyes is the same for each face window (via geo-

metric normalization). Fig. 1 shows an example face window.

Histogram equalization is used to normalize the face images

photometrically. We then extract DCTmod2 features from each

image face [38]. We have found this combination of histogram

equalization and feature extraction to provide good results in

preliminary experiments. The feature extraction process is sum-

marized as follows. The face window is analyzed on a block-by-

block basis; each block is (here we use )

and overlaps neighboring blocks by a configurable amount of

pixels.3 Fig. 3 illustrates such a block-by-block decomposition.

2A recent survey of face localization/detection methods is given in [45].
3A similar overlapping approach is used in the processing of speech signals

[31], [33], [40].

Fig. 3. Conceptual example of block-by-block image analysis.

Each block is decomposed in terms of 2-D discrete cosine

transform (DCT) basis functions [17]. A feature vector for a

block located at row and column is then constructed as

where represents the th DCT coefficient, while and

represent the horizontal and vertical delta coefficients, re-

spectively; the deltas are computed using DCT coefficients ex-

tracted from neighboring blocks. Compared to traditional DCT

feature extraction [13], [27], the first three DCT coefficients are

replaced by their respective deltas in order to reduce the effects

of illumination direction changes, without losing discriminative

information. In this study we use (based on [38]), re-

sulting in an 18-dimensional feature vector for each block. The

degree of overlap has three main effects.

1) As the delta coefficients are computed from neighboring

blocks, the larger the overlap between the blocks, the

smaller the spatial area used to derive each feature vector.

2) With a large overlap, the DCT coefficients from a set of

(horizontally or vertically) consecutive blocks will not

vary abruptly.

3) When using a large overlap, the parts of each face are in ef-

fect “sampled” at various degrees of translations, resulting

in models which should be robust to minor translations

of the faces. This is in addition to the translation robust-

ness provided by the GMM classifier, where the location

of each block has little influence. By itself, GMMs built-in

robustness only works when the size of the translation is

equivalent to an integral multiple of the block size.

V. BANCA DATABASE AND EXPERIMENT PROTOCOLS

The multi-lingual BANCA database [2] was designed to eval-

uate multi-modal identity authentication with various acquisi-

tion devices under several scenarios. The database is comprised

of four separate corpora, each containing 52 subjects; the cor-

pora are named after their country of origin. Each subject partic-

ipated in 12 recording sessions in different conditions and with

different cameras. Each of these sessions contains two video

recordings: one true claimant access and one impostor attack.

Five “frontal” (not necessarily directly frontal) face images have

been extracted from each video recording. Sessions 1–4 con-

tain images for the controlled condition, while sessions 5–8 and

9–12, respectively, contain degraded and adverse conditions.

The latter two conditions differ from the controlled condition
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Fig. 4. Example correct and incorrect verification from the BANCA database.
Top row contains training images (from the controlled condition) while the
bottom row contains test images from degraded and adverse conditions.

in terms of image quality, lighting, background and pose. See

Fig. 4 for an example of the differences.

According to the original experiment protocols, there are

seven distinct configurations that specify which images can

be used for training and testing: Matched Controlled (Mc),

Matched Degraded (Md), Matched Adverse (Ma), Unmatched

Degraded (Ud), Unmatched Adverse (Ua), Pooled test (P), and

Grand test (G). Table I describes the usage of different sessions

in each configuration.

We believe that the most realistic cases are when we train the

system in controlled conditions and test it in different condi-

tions; hence in this paper we only performed experiments with

configurations Mc, Ud, Ua, and P. This limitation to four dif-

ferent scenarios should also make the results easier to interpret.

According to the BANCA experiment protocols, experiments

should be performed on each corpus independently. The proto-

cols further dictate that the subjects in each corpus are equally

split into the validation and test sets. Subjects in the validation

set are used to optimize the authentication system (e.g., to find

the optimal number of Gaussians and the decision threshold),

while subjects from the test set are used for final performance

evaluation. Note that this amounts to using only 26 subjects in

the final stage. To increase the number of subjects, we merged

the English and French corpora, resulting in a total of 104 sub-

jects. In a similar manner to the original protocols, the resulting

population was then divided into two groups of 52 subjects.

Authentication systems make two types of errors: a False Ac-

ceptance (FA), which occurs when the system accepts an im-

postor, or a False Rejection (FR), which occurs when the system

refuses a true claimant. The performance is generally measured

in terms of False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection

Rate (FRR), defined as

(17)

(18)

The FAR and FRR are usually related, meaning that decreasing

one usually increases the other.

TABLE I
USAGE OF THE SEVEN BANCA PROTOCOLS (C: CLIENT, I: IMPOSTOR).

THE NUMBERS REFER TO THE ID OF EACH SESSION

To aid the interpretation of performance, the two error

measures are often combined using the Half Total Error Rate

(HTER4), defined as

(19)

where and are the FAR and FRR, re-

spectively, for a decision threshold and data set . A partic-

ular case of the HTER, known as the Equal Error Rate (EER),

occurs when the threshold is adjusted so that on

a particular data set (which could be different from ).

In some situations it may be more important to have a system

with a very small FAR, while in other situations a small FRR

might be more useful. In order to see performance with respect

to the tradeoff between the FAR and FRR, receiver operating

characteristics (ROC) and the detection error tradeoff (DET)

curves [26] are often used. However, it has been recently ob-

served that these curves can be misleading [4] as they do not

take into account that, in real life, the threshold has to be selected

a priori. In this paper we use the expected performance curve

(EPC) [4], which is in coherence with the original BANCA pro-

tocols and can be interpreted as an unbiased version of the ROC

curve.

Let reflect the tradeoff between the FAR and the

FRR. In the EPC approach, an optimal threshold is found

for various values of as follows:

(20)

where is the validation data set. The HTER (using

) is then calculated on the test set and is plotted

as a function of . For , the above procedure is equiva-

lent to finding the minimum EER on the validation set, and then

calculating the HTER on the test set using an a priori threshold.

4The HTER can be thought of as a special case of the Decision Cost Function
(DCF) [3], [9].
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TABLE II
OPTIMAL PARAMETERS FOR SYSTEMS BASED ON GMM (STANDARD FEATURES), GMMEXT (EXTENDED FEATURES), 1-D HMM

AND P2-D HMM. ML: CLIENT MODELS TRAINED USING TRADITIONAL ML CRITERION; init: CLIENT MODELS TRAINED

USING ML INITIALIZED WITH A GENERIC MODEL; adapt: CLIENT MODELS TRAINED USING MAP

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

For each client model, the training set was composed of

five images extracted from the same video sequence. We artifi-

cially increased this to ten images by mirroring each original

image. The generic model was trained with 571 face images

(extended to 1142 by mirroring) from the Spanish corpus

of BANCA (containing faces different from the English and

French corpora), thus making the generic model independent of

the subjects present in the client database. DCTmod2 features

were extracted using either a four or a seven pixel overlap;

experiments on the validation set showed that an overlap of four

pixels is better for the GMM approaches while an overlap of

seven pixels is preferred by the P2-D HMM approach. For the

1-D HMM approach, a seven pixel overlap was also used, but

feature vectors from the same row of blocks were concatenated

to form a large observation vector. To keep the dimensionality

of the resultant vector reasonable, we chose to concatenate

vectors from every eighth block (thus eliminating horizontally

overlapped blocks). This resulted in 126 dimensional feature

vectors for each rectangular block.

In order to optimize each model, we used the validation

set to select the size of the model (e.g., number of states and

Gaussians) as well as other hyper-parameters, such as the

adaptation coefficient , and the decision threshold . The

hyper-parameters were chosen to minimize the EER. The final

performance of each model was then found on the test set in

terms of HTER (and/or EPCs, where applicable).

It has been observed that in applications such as speaker

authentication [25], [33], MAP-based training obtains best

performance when only the means are adapted (rather than also

adapting the covariance matrices and weights). Fig. 5 shows

EPCs for the standard GMM-based system for three cases:

1) all parameters are adapted, 2) means and covariance matrices

are adapted, and 3) only means are adapted. Database protocol

Fig. 5. EPC performance of standard GMM-based system trained via MAP
adaptation. Three configurations of MAP adaptation are shown.

P was employed in this evaluation. As adapting only the means

provides the best performance, we have elected to use this

strategy for both GMM and HMM approaches.5 Hence for

the rest of this paper, the MAP training strategy will refer to

the adaptation of the means only. Throughout the remainder

of this paper, the following notation is used. GMM indicates

the GMM approach with standard DCTmod2 feature vectors,

while GMMext indicates the GMM approach with extended

DCTmod2 feature vectors; models trained using the traditional

ML criterion have a ML suffix; for ML training initialized with

a generic model, the suffix is init; for MAP training, the suffix

is adapt.

Table II shows the optimal number of states and Gaussians

per state for the HMM approaches, as well as the total number

5Computational limitations and time constraints prevented us from repeating
this experiment for the HMM-based approaches.
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TABLE III
HTER PERFORMANCE FOR (a) MANUAL FACE LOCALIZATION, AND (b) AUTOMATIC FACE LOCALIZATION, USING GMM (STANDARD FEATURES), GMMEXT

(EXTENDED FEATURES), 1-D HMM AND P2-D HMM. ML: CLIENT MODELS TRAINED USING TRADITIONAL ML CRITERION; init: CLIENT MODELS TRAINED

USING ML INITIALIZED WITH A GENERIC MODEL; adapt: CLIENT MODELS TRAINED USING MAP. “ � ” INDICATES THE BEST RESULT FOR A PROTOCOL,
WHILE BOLDFACE INDICATES THE BEST RESULT WITHIN A MODEL TYPE AND PROTOCOL. SEE THE TEXT FOR A NOTE ON THE RESULTS FROM [34]

of Gaussians for all approaches. It can be observed that MAP

training generally allows the total number of Gaussians to be

higher (thus modeling the faces more accurately), when com-

pared to the two ML-based training paradigms. The P2-D HMM

approach utilizes the largest number of Gaussians, followed by

the GMMext approach.

For comparison purposes, we also evaluate the performance

of a PCA-based system, which in effect has rigid constraints

between face parts. The classifier used for the PCA system is

somewhat similar to the local feature GMM approach. The main

difference is that only two Gaussians are utilized: one for the

client and one to represent the generic model. Due to the small

size of the client specific training data set, and since PCA fea-

ture extraction results in one feature vector per face, each client

model inherits the covariance matrix from the generic model

and the mean of each client model is the mean of the training

vectors for that client. A similar system has been used in [36],

[39]. Feature vectors with 160 dimensions were found to pro-

vide optimal performance on the validation set.

In Section VI-A, we present the results for manual face local-

ization, while Section VI-B contains results for imperfect and

automatic face localization. In Section VI-C, we study the ef-

fects of varying the number of training images and finally in

Section VI–D, we compare the complexity of the local feature

approaches.

Note that the result tables presented in Sections VI-A and -B

also contain performance figures for the two best systems re-

ported in [34]. The first system is based on combination of linear

discriminant analysis and normalized correlation (LDA/NC),

while the second system is based on an SVM classifier. Like

the PCA-based system, these LDA/NC and SVM systems are

holistic in nature. It must be noted that in [34], only the Eng-

lish corpus was used and a different automatic face localization

system was employed. As such the results from [34] are not di-

rectly comparable, but are included as an example of the perfor-

mance degradation that occurs when automatic face localization

is utilized (compared to using manually located faces).

A. Manual Face Localization

Table III(a) shows the results in terms of HTER for manual

face localization; Fig. 6 shows the corresponding EPCs. When

the different training strategies are compared, MAP training

provides a clear performance advantage in almost all the cases.

The only exception is the 1-D HMM approach for which all

training approaches obtain similar performance. ML training

with initialization by a generic model generally does not even-

tuate in better models compared to traditional ML training

(where -means initialization is used).

When the performance across different models is compared,

it can be seen that the two HMM approaches (1-D and P2-D

HMM) obtain considerably better performance than the two

GMM-based approaches. Comparing the standard GMM and

the GMMext approach, the results show that use of extended

feature vectors can result in better performance; while this is

most pronounced when using ML-based training, the perfor-

mance differences are small when using MAP training.

The 1-D HMM outperforms the P2-D HMM approach when

ML training is utilized; this can be explained by the inherently

much larger number of parameters used in P2-D HMM (hence

requiring a larger training data set). However, when MAP train-
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Fig. 6. EPCs for manual face localization, for the GMM, GMMext 1-D HMM
and P2-D HMM systems, using three different methods: ML, init, and adapt
(see caption of Table III for more details).

Fig. 7. Performance for an increasing amount of error in eye locations.

ing is used, the small data set problem is effectively circum-

vented, resulting in the P2-D HMM approach obtaining the best

overall performance.

B. Imperfect and Automatic Localization

Prior to using the automatic face locator described in

Section III, we first study how each system is affected by an

increasing amount of error in the position of the eyes. For

this set of experiments we used exactly the same models as in

Section VI-A (i.e., trained with manually localized faces). The

eye positions were artificially perturbed using

(21)

(22)

where and are the ground-truth (original) coordi-

nates for an eye. is a random variable which follows a normal

distribution such that , where ,

with being the Euclidean distance between the two eyes.

and can be interpreted as the amount of introduced

error in the face location.

Results in Fig. 7 show that GMM, GMMext and P2-D

HMM-based systems are quite robust to imperfect face lo-

calization. In contrast, the PCA and 1-D HMM systems are

significantly more sensitive, with their discrimination per-

formance rapidly decreasing as is increased. We attribute

this performance degradation to the more constrained spatial

relation between face parts; while the 1-D HMM system allows

for some vertical displacement, it has rigid constraints in the

horizontal direction; in the PCA-based system the relations are

rigidly preserved along both axes.

Table III(b) shows that the observations from perturbation ex-

periments are confirmed when the automatic face locator is uti-

lized. The PCA system is the most affected, followed by the 1-D

HMM. In Table III(a) it was shown that when using MAP-based

training and manual face localization, the 1-D HMM approach
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Fig. 8. Performance as a function of the number of original training images.

outperforms the two GMM-based systems; however, for auto-

matic face localization, the GMMext approach outperforms the

1-D HMM system. We also note that the spatial constraints

present in the GMMext approach do not affect the robustness

of the system. The P2-D HMM system again obtains the best

overall performance, with minimal degradation in discrimina-

tion ability when compared to manually located faces.

C. Number of Training Images

The relatively small number of face images available to train

each client model can be a limiting factor in obtaining precise

face models. In some applications, such as surveillance, there

may be only one reference image (e.g., a passport photograph).

In the experiments reported in Sections VI-A and VI-B, five

images were available for each client; the number of images was

artificially increased to ten by mirroring each original image. In

this section we evaluate the effects of decreasing the number of

original training images.

Fig. 8 shows the performance as a function of the number

of original images (i.e., mirrored versions were also utilized).

Database protocol P was employed in this evaluation. Irrespec-

tive of the training strategy and model, the greatest improvement

generally occurs when two training images are utilized instead

of one; moreover, discrimination performance tends to saturate

at three images. The exception is the MAP trained P2-D HMM

approach, where there is no clear benefit in utilizing more than

one image. Overall, MAP training is the least sensitive to the

number of training images. Last, the GMM and GMMext sys-

tems benefit the most from an increase in the number of training

images.

D. Complexity of Models

Apart from the performance, the complexity of a given model

is also an important consideration; here, by “complexity” we

mean the number of parameters to store for each client as well

as the time required for training and authentication. If we wish

to store each model on an electronic card (e.g., an access card),

the size of the model becomes an important issue. We are specif-

ically interested in the number of client specific parameters,

meaning that we count only parameters which are different be-

tween the clients.

Table IV shows the complexity of each local feature model

used in our experiments (using hyper-parameters tuned for

optimal discrimination performance, such as the number of

Gaussians). Specifically, we show the number of client specific

parameters, the time taken to train the world model, the client

model training time, and the time required to authenticate one

claim (comprised of five images). The experiments were done

on a Pentium IV 3 GHz running Red Hat Linux 7.3. The times

include preprocessing time; the values in brackets indicate

the time for authentication or training excluding steps such as

face localization, normalization and feature extraction. While

the implementation of GMM and HMM-based systems was

not specifically optimized in terms of speed, we believe the

presented timings are indicative.
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TABLE IV
COMPLEXITY OF THE MODELS. TIMES ARE GIVEN IN TERMS OF SECONDS. VALUES IN BRACKETS EXCLUDE PREPROCESSING TIME

(e.g., FACE LOCALIZATION, NORMALIZATION, FEATURE EXTRACTION)

The number of client specific parameters for GMM-based ap-

proaches is the sum of the parameters for the means, covari-

ance matrices (both dependent on the dimensionality of feature

vectors) and weights; for the HMM-based approaches transition

probabilities are also taken into account. When MAP training is

used, only the means need to be counted, since the other pa-

rameters are shared by all clients; the shared parameters can

be stored only once in the system for all clients (e.g., there is

no need to store them in each client’s electronic card). This is

in contrast to ML-based training, where there are no parame-

ters shared between client models. For example, when using the

GMM approach and an equal number of Gaussians for both ML

and MAP training, the number of client specific parameters for

MAP trained models is about half of the number required for

ML-based training.

Training of the generic model can be done off-line and hence

the time required is not of great importance; however, the time

taken to train each client model as well as the time for one au-

thentication are quite important. There should not be a long

delay between a user enrolling in the system and being able

to use the system; most importantly, the authentication time

should not be cumbersome, in order to aid the adoption of the

authentication system. The GMM, GMMext and 1-D HMM ap-

proaches have short training and authentication times of around

three and one seconds, respectively. We note that for these three

approaches, the preprocessing steps considerably penalize the

speed of the authentication.

When using MAP trained models, the P2-D HMM approach

has a considerably higher training and authentication time, at

approximately 4 min for training each client model and 20 sec-

onds for an authentication. With current computing resources,

this authentication time can be considered as being too long

for practical deployment purposes. When using ML trained

models, the training and authentication time is significantly

reduced, which is partly due to the total number of Gaussians

being smaller. However, ML trained models obtain consid-

erably worse discrimination performance. Table III(b) shows

that the MAP trained GMMext approach outperforms the ML

trained P2-D HMM approach, suggesting that in practical terms

the GMMext approach obtains the best tradeoff in terms of au-

thentication time, robustness and discrimination performance.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The findings of this paper can be summarized as follows.

• The traditionally used ML training approach has problems

estimating robust model parameters when there is only a

few training images available. Using maximum a poste-

riori probability (MAP)-based training results in consid-

erably more precise models, leading to higher discrimina-

tion performance.

• Good performance on manually located faces does not

necessarily reflect good performance in real life condi-

tions, where an automatic localization system must be

used. As automatic localization cannot guarantee perfect

face localization, any new face classification technique

must be designed from the ground up to handle imper-

fectly located faces.

• Systems that utilize rigid spatial constraints between face

parts (such as PCA and 1-D HMM based), are easily af-

fected by face localization errors, which are caused by an

automatic face locator. In contrast, systems which have re-

laxed constraints (such as GMM and P2-D HMM based),

are quite robust.

• While the 1-D HMM-based approach achieves promising

performance for manually (i.e., perfectly) located faces

and outperforms the extended GMM approach, for auto-

matically located faces its performance degrades consid-

erably and is worse than the extended GMM approach.

• Use of feature vectors with embedded positional infor-

mation somewhat increases the performance of the GMM

approach, with no loss of robustness to errors in face lo-

calization. Along with the good performance of the P2-D

HMM approach, this indicates that spatial relations be-

tween face parts carry discriminative information.

• The P2-D HMM approach is overall the most robust

and obtains the best discrimination performance, when

compared to the 1-D HMM and GMM-based approaches.

However, it also the most computationally intensive

approach, making it impractical for application use on

current hardware.

• The best tradeoff in terms of complexity, robustness and

discrimination performance is achieved by the extended

GMM approach.
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Future research includes the following avenues.

• Currently in the extended GMM approach the degree

of influence of positional information is not controlled;

higher performance might be attained if more weight is

placed on this information. A possible indirect approach

to accomplish this is by placing an upper limit (during

training) on the variances for the dimensions representing

positional information.

• We conjecture that a major source of authentication er-

rors is the pose mismatch between the training and test

faces. An initial investigation on transforming frontal face

models to represent nonfrontal views is given in [37]. The

results are encouraging, indicating there is room for im-

provement by reducing the pose mismatch.

• The MAP trained P2-D HMM system could be deliber-

ately detuned (e.g., by reducing the number of Gaussians

in each state) in order to reduce its complexity, and hence

reduce the time taken to perform an authentication. This

will probably come at the cost of a loss in discrimination

performance, though the extent of this loss remains to be

seen. Embedding positional information into the feature

vectors may mitigate the loss.
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